Giving back - Alternative Spring Break ‘09
Volume 76, Issue 14

By Morgan Buell
Staﬀ Writer

It wasn’t exactly Spring Break on the beach.
One group painted and wired the entire inside of
a house where the flood line were still visible, more
than four years after Katrina. Another group spent
nights in the cold in Washington, D.C. working with
Little Sisters of the Poor. Meanwhile, the rest stayed
warm traveling throughout the Dominican Republic
teaching English and computer lessons to underprivileged children. Most importantly, they were all
on a quest, it may have been difficult to see at the
time, but they would all come to understand the
less-fortunate lifestyle, experiencing hardships and
investing in a community along the way.
The twenty-nine Bryant students who participated in Alternative Spring Break learned about
homelessness in Washington, D.C., the slow recovery of New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, and the challenges of lack of education in the
Dominican Republic.
Although Spring Break is over, many hope to
translate what they learned into ongoing community service and activism.
One group of ten students traveled to New Orleans’ Gentilly Baptist Church, located in the district
of Gentilly. As well as being highly affected by Katrina the district is directly connected to the flooded
ninth ward, close to the Gulf of Mexico. The group
that came to help rehabilitate the houses included:
Team Leader and junior Christopher Corry, junior
Lynn Bartomeo, junior Danielle St. Jean, sophomore
Ian Parenteau, freshman Molly H., freshman Jazmin
D’Atri, freshman, Coburn Childs, and junior Morgan Buell. The students worked in an area where
only 20 percent of the population has returned, and
the residents discuss life in terms of before and after
Katrina.
The living arrangements were difficult, starting
off with a thirty hour bus ride reaching our
church/home of army cots, four showers for 100 females, and six a.m. wake up calls followed by a
hard day’s work and community time at night.
Yet, we were continually struck by the vitality
and sense of community, and the appreciation that
residents had for the volunteers who are coming in
large numbers to help. “If anything happens in New
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England, you can guarantee I’ll be up
there to rebuild some house,” said resident of Gentilly, Dion in his twangy
southern accent.
“The devastation is unspeakable, I
never imagined after four years there
would be such massive destruction, and
some streets are still desolate,” says
Junior Danielle St. Jean.
She was particularly moved by a
meeting with the leaders of the program, “Arkansas Baptist Builders”
Jackie and Bob, two volunteers who
have dedicated their lives to running
the program. They developed the volunteer program merely three weeks
after Katrina, accessing the community
and organizing volunteers. When I
asked Bob about how he manages to be
away from his wife for months on end
he replied, “She understands I’m doing
God’s work.” His efforts are unstopStudents in New Orleans take a break from workin on floodpable, being one of the first volunteers
with meals on wheels to be sent to New damaged homes for a quick photo-op. (Morgan Buell)
York City on 9/11 after the destruction.
Bob also mentioned, “The students
this trip saved the families over 10,000
dollars in labor and over the past month
the families have saved 50,000 dollars.”
As the New Orleans group wet their
paint brushes and slipped their hands
into gloves, their counterparts in Washington, D.C., were spending three days
and nights in an “urban plunge” organized by the Center for Student Involvement. Fourteen students and four
faculty members were involved in the
projects. One aspect of the program involved making and delivering food to
people that cannot leave their homes
with Food and Friends.
They also assisted those who run the
Little Sisters of the Poor facility with
cleaning and organizing, as well as
playing bingo with the elderly. AddiStudents in D.C. worked with Food and Friends, LittleSisters
See “Spring Break” on page 2 of the Poor and St. Anthony’s School (Stephanie Olson)

Sigma Chi Rho oﬃcially recognized as a colony
By Linsey Morse
Assistant Opinion Editor

On the evening of Tuesday, March 3, Sigma Chi
Rho’s pinning ceremony took place in the Heritage
room of the Bryant Center. The pinning took place
with the leadership of Shawn George—officer of the
Sigma Chi general Fraternity—and Seth Coulter,
both of whom are Sigma Chi brothers.
As of Friday, March 6, Sigma Chi Rho was informed that their Declaration of Intent was accepted, recognizing the group officially as a Colony
of the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
“It feels great to be a part of something from the
beginning,” said member Roland Blanchard, ’12, “I
know that the Sigma Chi chapter here at Bryant will
go a long way, judging by the young men I have met
so far.”
The pinning ceremony is intended to be private,
specifically attended by Sigma Chi brothers and the
members of Sigma Chi Rho. No media were allowed to be present during the ceremony. “It was

interesting because no one knew what
to expect at first…” noted Emiliano
Omeri, ’10, colony secretary. “...[T]he
ceremony definitely exceeded expectations. It created an instantaneous bond
amongst all the brothers present.”
Mr. George explained the significance of the ceremony as being a time
for future brothers to agree to abide by
the rules and codes set forth by Sigma
Chi. During the ceremony, each brother
receives a blue pin featuring a white
cross. According to
ilwwcm.sigmachi.org, this symbol represents the Norman Shield, which is
Sigma Chi’s reference manual. The
manual itself “…is distributed to undergraduates at the beginning of pledgeship….It contains history and
information about Sigma Chi and is
published every two years.” According
to Mr. George, Sigma Chi Rho will conduct its
own future ceremonies for new
members.
Several members of the colony
spoke enthusiastically about the ceremony and its
implications for the
future of Sigma Chi
Rho. Sagar Shah, ’11,
colony president,
noted,“[t]he pinning
ceremony was very exciting. It was a step forward towards
becoming a Sigma Chi.
I will never forget the
ceremony. I see a very

(Linsey Morse)
promising future for Sigma Chi at
Bryant University.”
“Total living membership [of Sigma Chi] is approximately 200,000”, notes SigmaChi.Org. “By
membership since our founding, Sigma Chi is the
second largest social fraternity with over 233,400
initiated members.” As Mr. George explained, “We
are Sigma Chi. Once you join, it’s a lifelong commitment.”
Both Mr. George and Mr. Coulter expressed
thoughts of optimism for the members of Bryant’s
Sigma Chi Rho Members. “They are a very impressive group of men who we expect great things
from,” said Mr. George. “Hopefully [we can] expect
them not only to solidify as a group but…grow
Sigma Chi as a group.”
Students interested in learning more about Sigma
Chi Rho are asked to contact New Member Educator, Edward Fish, at efish@bryant.edu.

Army Reserve Oﬃcer Training Corps - ROTC
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By Bryant Army ROTC and Pat Battalion
Contributing Writers

How to Join ROTC
ROTC is very easy to become involved with and
welcomes the participation of any student who possesses even a casual interest in gaining a better understanding of the inner workings of the United
States Army. Any student may enroll in the three
credit course Military Science 101 (MLTS 101), and
can use the credits received upon successful completion toward the open elective requirement for graduation. Participation in the program for the first two
years (MLTS courses 101, 102, 201, and 202) does not
require a service commitment. Weekly Leadership Labs,
held every other Wednesday either at Bryant University or Providence College from 2:30 pm to 6:30 pm,
are also open to students enrolled in the course, and
are required for contracted cadets. To register for the
open elective, simply enroll in the MLTS 101 course
during the normal registration period for the Fall 2009
semester.
Full tuition scholarships are available for students
who wish to apply for a service-commitment contract. Additionally scholarship recipients receive a
monthly stipend starting at $300 that increase with
progression through the program. And Bryant makes
the deal even better by covering room and board for
all scholarship winners. Signing a service-commitment contract is required for admittance into the
upper level Military Science courses. Students interested in applying for a scholarship contract should
contact: Patriot Battalion Recruiting Officer, Major Neil
Gouck (Phone: 401 865-2986; Email: patriot5@providence.edu) at the Battalion headquarters located at Providence College.
In-school commitments- PRT, Lab, Class, FTXs, additional training
When you join ROTC there are many commitments, including class and lab components, where
Army officers and senior cadets instruct students on
important aspects of the Army and how to become an
officer when they commission. Being in ROTC, as
well as the Army, involves the aforementioned learning experience, as well as a physical fitness aspect
where students are pushed to the limits of their cardiovascular and strength training. PRT, or Physical
Readiness Training, is conducted every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 6:30 am to 7:30 am.
Training involves many endurance building activities
such as push-up and sit-up pyramids, runs, foot
marches with packs, and even sports such as basketball and football. PRT is intended to get students in
shape for when they become an officer, as they must
set an example to the soldiers and truly be able to lead
others, physically, mentally, socially, and emotionally.
One weekend every semester, the entire ROTC program from Providence College and other satellite
schools embark on a three day Field Training Exercise (FTX). The FTX is meant to put cadets in an environment outside of the classroom to test their skills
in many areas. Land Navigation is one of the areas
tested, where students must plot points on a map
based upon given coordinates. From there students
must find all the points and navigate between each,
trying to find all points as quickly as possible. Leadership skills are also tested in Squad Training Exercise (STX) lanes, where students act as squad leaders
in charge of ten to twelve of their peers. In these missions, students lead attacks on the Opposing Forces
(OPFOR) hunkered in bunkers or hiding in the
woods. These exercises are the closest experience one
can get to war fighting without actually being in combat. During these exercises we use blanks and gather
the whole squad and OPFOR together afterwards to
work as a group and point out what we did right and
what we need to improve for next time. The FTX as
a whole is a test of personal strength as well, since
students will be away from their regular bed for two
nights, sleeping on the ground in a sleeping bag.
They will wake up early and conduct training from 5
am right up to 8 or 9 pm. As a leader on a FTX students are responsible for fellow cadets to ensure that
they eat and rest at the appropriate times, as well as
making sure they have all necessary equipment for
all training that will go on throughout the day. Upon
returning from the FTX, students will have a sense of
accomplishment and a better understanding of the
program after conducting over 48 hours of training

Spring Break
Continued from Front Page

tionally,the team worked at St. Anthony’s, an elementary school, helping
tutor kindergarten through second
grade students and actively playing
outside games with the children,
bringing them toys and other supplies. The Bryant students stayed in a
retreat house and quickly learned to
appreciate their comfortable life they
were brought up to know.
“I think it was a good opportunity
to take time out of your everyday life
in order to help make a difference in
others. It also opened my eyes to the
fact that you don’t know where life

where knowledge is put to the test and physical and
mental abilities are pushed to the limit.
LDAC
The Leadership Development and Assessment
Course (LDAC) is the focus of the ROTC program.
Currently known as Warrior Forge and colloquially
as Camp, it is conducted in the summer at Fort Lewis,
WA. The course totals 33 days of both training and
testing of common military skills, such as physical fitness, land navigation, rifle marksmanship, grenades,
first aid, radio procedures, field craft, and tactics. The
training allows current US Army officers to assess
cadets and approve those who possess the leadership
qualities to become officers.
Although the formal training is conducted by active duty officers, day-to-day functions are run by the
cadets who rotate through the leadership positions.
These leaders are responsible for making sure barracks are clean and everyone underneath them is
present, on time, and has all the equipment required
for the scheduled training. The cadets may call for
formations as necessary, march as needed to training
sites, perform inspections, and conduct extra instruction in order to better prepare everyone for upcoming events. All this schooling of soldiering skills leads
up to a simulated deployment in which, during a ten
day field training exercise, the cadets conduct numerous simulated combat missions each day.
Unique Opportunities in ROTC
ROTC has many special opportunities to travel the
world, all at Uncle Sam’s expense! Some of the various
opportunities include Air Assault School, Airborne
School, Mountain Warfare School, and Cadet Troop
Leadership Training (CTLT). In addition to this,
many of the cadets are already committed to the National Guard, and thus are a part of the Simultaneous
Membership Program (SMP).
The army has multiple schools to offer its soldiers,
and ROTC is fortunate enough to be able to send
some cadets to these schools throughout the year. Air
Assault and Airborne school are the most popular
schools, giving cadets a chance to fly in Black Hawk
helicopters and jump out of perfectly functional aircraft, respectively. Air Assault school is an eleven
day event in which soldiers are trained on how to rappel, ultimately out of a Black Hawk. The graduation
day consists of a 12-mile ruck march, a little ceremony, and a free trip back home with a cool badge.
Airborne is a bit more extensive, since it is a threeweek course consisting of three phases. The first
phase is ground week, followed by tower week, and
finally jump week. Jump week, the climax of the
training, consist of soldiers jumping out of aircraft at
breathtaking heights, parachuting their way to the
ground.
CTLT is a four week experience designed to give
cadets a sneak-peak into a branch he or she may be

will lead you,” said Junior, Katie
Wolper.
It was a deeply affecting experience. “Our group was so amazing; I
don’t think we could have had a more
awesome group of people. They were
really catalyzed into action,” Wolper
said. “I now realize the importance of
working at homeless shelters.”
Meanwhile, the Bryant students in
the Dominican Republic were busy
teaching English and giving computer
lessons to the underprivileged youth
of Guayacane, Dominican Republic.
The five students were juniors Maria

(Geoffrey Ensby)

interested in joining after graduation. This training
is not only conducted inside the continental US, but
also in Alaska and Hawaii, and across Asia and Europe as well. A cadet will be given the chance to lead
a platoon of approximately thirty-five soldiers, and
participate in their day-to-day activities.
As mentioned earlier, some cadets already know if
they want to be an officer in the Army Reserve or a
state’s National Guard. For the regular Reserve and
National Guard members, the first weekend of every
month is committed to training. However, cadets in
the SMP program can join an actual unit of soldiers,
and participate in their weekend activities. They not
only interact with other ROTC cadets across the region, but one weekend of every month they get the
chance to pick the minds of real soldiers who have already deployed to combat and engage in many of the
high-speed Army activities.
Service Requirements and Jobs in the Army
Upon successful graduation from Bryant University, a contracted Army ROTC cadet will receive a
commission from Congress and be appointed as a
Second Lieutenant (2LT) in the United States Army.
The standard contract requires a minimum of four
years active duty and four years inactive reserve duty
in the United States Army as a commissioned officer.
Those who join the Reserves or National Guard must
complete an eight year commitment. Officers in the
Army select from a number of different career
branches ranging from Finance Officer to Medical Officer and Aviation Officer (aka Helicopter Pilot) to Infantry Officer, and even the chance to be a Special
Forces Officer. The Army provides some of the best
training in the world in nearly every career type
imaginable in today’s civilian world. Upon completion of a career in the Army, one will have a much
wider range of opportunities available to them, and
will have little to no college debt.
As stated on the Army ROTC official website,
“Army ROTC prepares college students to succeed in
any competitive environment. There’s a reason
ROTC Cadets go on to become governors, presidents
and CEOs. After Army ROTC, you will have what it
takes to balance working with both civilians and enlisted personnel, instilling confidence as an Officer, a
leader, a trainer and a mentor.” So, please, come try
out life as an ROTC cadet, commitment-free at Bryant
University, and you might just find that the scholarship money and career training are only the beginning of a long list of potential benefits that will result
from your membership in the ROTC.
Bryant Army ROTC
Ryan Allen, Geoffrey Ensby, Tom Gralinski, Eric Higgins, Ned Fish, Michael Giordano, Matt Vincunas,
Kyle Ribeiro, Pat Shea, Freshman

Acosta and Andrew Lazouras and
sophomores Hector Paulino, Maria
Carrenza, and John Supinski with faculty advisor, Toby Simon.
Andrew Lazouras acknowledged
that the disparity amazed him, and
the eagerness of the children to learn
was refreshing. “We all agreed it was
a life-changing experience,” he said.
Lazouras, who attended the Alternative Spring Break trip to New Orleans last year, has always had a
passion to assist others, but the most
rewarding experience of this trip was
handing out baseball equipment to the

youth that was donated by head
Bryant Baseball Coach Jamie Penzino.
“They would play with sticks and
whatever was lying in the street, it
was such a joy to see the smiles on
their faces. Playing baseball with real
equipment and the fact that it had the
Bryant logo on it just made everything
perfect.”
No matter what activity the students took part in, it is clear that it
made a difference, from personal to
that of an entire community.

Bryant to host Northern
Rhode Island Special
Olympics May 3, 2009
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By Jenna Morris
Staﬀ Writer

Special Olympics is a global nonprofit organization that was founded in
1968 by Eunice Kennedy Shriver . Since
its founding, it has expanded into almost 200 countries. This organization
serves 200 million people with intellectual disabilities.
Bryant University is proud to host
the Northern Rhode Island Special
Olympics for the 29th year on Sunday,
May 3rd. The games at Bryant consist of
track and field events for over 400 athletes from diverse backgrounds.
The Special Olympics committee is
made up of 24 students with both director and chair positions. The Games Director is Lauren Gainor, the Assistant
Director is Stephanie Kirk and the Student Senate Liaison is Nick Mancuso.
The Special Olympics committee is already hard at work in planning this
event by ordering supplies, advertising,
recruiting volunteers, and contacting

local news media. Every year there is a
theme chosen by the committee. This
year’s committee chose the theme:
“Dare to Dream.”
In preparation for the day of games,
The Special Olympics Committee will
be hosting a kick-off event in the Rotunda on Wednesday, April 8th from 10
to 2. The event will consist of cookie
decorating and information for those
looking to volunteer. Special Olympics
is such a great organization that inspires
so many people to achieve greatness.
Through teamwork and sporting events,
Special Olympics motivates both its athletes and volunteers to celebrate and accept all types of people, and encourages
everyone to work together as a team.
You can be part of this great event!
All students are encouraged to volunteer at Special Olympics on May 3rd,
2009. For information on volunteering,
contact Todd Degnan
@tdegnan@bryant.edu. There will also
be volunteer info sessions for freshmen
on April 1st and 15th, and general volunteer info sessions on April 8th, 22nd, 29th.

Duct Tape Fundraiser
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hosted by SIFE!

On Wednesday, March 18, Professor Rubin became the
“victim” of the Duct Tape Fundraiser, hosted by SIFE. From
11am to 3pm Professor Rubin was duct taped to a plywood
The Special Olympics Committee has already started planning the event, board in the Rotunda. (Ashley McNamara)
which is scheduled for May 3rd.(Amanda Dunn)

Tough Economic Times?
Trouble Finding a Job?
Build you portfolio
Your Writing Portfolio!

Write for The Archway
TODAY!
Mondays at 4:00 Room 2B
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“Fast Food Nation”
Author Eric Schlosser
Tuesday, March 24, 2009

“Fast Food Nation” author,
Eric Schlosser will discuss his
book about the unsanitary and
discriminatory practices of the
fast food industry.
Where: the MAC
When: 3:30pm

DPS Log

VANDALISM (AUTO)
FEB 23 2009-Monday at
17:44
Location: HALL VILLAGE
ROAD (STRIP)
Summary: A report of vandalism to vehicle.
FIRE ALARM Smoke Investigation
FEB 24 2009-Tuesday at
18:20
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A student reports
smoke and fire from his room
vent. SFD enroute and building cleared. Campus electrician advises he located a burnt
transponder in one of the heating units.
Power was turned off to
transponder Alarm was reset.
FIRE ALARM Fire Alarm
FEB 24 2009-Tuesday at
18:40
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: System activated
by burned food on stove.

Institute of Contemporary Art Trip
Hosted by SASS!
March 29th
Depart from PLC Lot at 11am
(behind the Bryant Center)

Bring your $5.00 deposit to the
Center for Student Involvement by March 23rd.
It will be refunded on the bus! Trip includes
ride and entrance-- lunch is on your own.

ADMINISTRATION
Admin Log Entry
FEB 25 2009-Wednesday at
01:14
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION
Summary: A fake I.D was
confiscated at ECS

DRUG (Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia)
FEB 25 2009-Wednesday at
01:35
Location: ENTRY CONTROL STATION
Summary: A vehicle attempting to enter campus was
searched by DPS and paraphernalia was found and confiscated.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
FEB 25 2009-Wednesday at
14:38
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A staff worker
falls and sustains injury. EMS
was activated.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE)
FEB 25 2009-Wednesday at
17:35
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A student reports
her IPOD was stolen.

HAZING
FEB 25 2009-Wednesday at
18:45
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of Hazing
was reported to DPS and was
investigated by DPS and the
Office of Residence Life.

EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
FEB 26 2009-Thursday at
12:10
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a dislocated shoulder. EMS was activated.
ACCIDENT (Motor Vehicle
Accident)
FEB 26 2009-Thursday at
17:35
Location: COMMUTER

PARKING LOT
Summary: A reported hit and
run accident with no injuries.
AGRAVATED ASSAULT
FEB 28 2009-Saturday at
01:15
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a fight
with injuries.
VANDALISM (Residence)
FEB 28 2009-Saturday at
01:41
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a broken window.

LARCENY (Larceny from
Building (Over $500)
FEB 28 2009-Saturday at
03:13
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report that three
I-Pods and cash were stolen
from a suite.
ACCIDENT (Motor Vehicle Accident)
FEB 28 2009-Saturday at
16:00
Location: HALL 15 LOT
Summary: A reported hit and
run accident with no injuries.

LARCENY (From Building
$50-200)
MAR 2 2009-Monday at
00:14
Location: BRYANT CENTER
Summary: A report of money
stolen from a basketball tournament being held on campus.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Burglary/B&E
MAR 2 2009-Monday at
11:37
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of a
stolen laptop.

EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
MAR 2 2009-Monday at
20:55
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a student with abdominal pain.
EMS was activated.

DRUGS (Possession of Drug
Paraphernalia)
MAR 2 2009-Monday at
23:34
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: An RA reported
possible drug activity in a
Residence Hall. Drug paraphernalia was confiscated.
ACCIDENT (Motor Vehicle
Accident)
MAR 3 2009-Tuesday at
09:35
Location: COMMUTER
PARKING LOT
Summary: A report of a
minor accident with no injuries.
ACCIDENT (Leaving the
Scene) MAR 5 2009-Thursday at 00:15
Location: DIRT LOT
ACROSS FROM REAR CIRCLE
Summary: A reported that a
parked vehicle was hit.
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FIRE ALARM Fire Alarm
MAR 6 2009-Friday at 04:10
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A report of a malicious alarm due to a fire extinguisher being set-off.
VANDALISM (Residence)
MAR 6 2009-Friday at 06:15
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: Report of broken
glass in a Residence Hall
door.
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Burglary/B&E
MAR 6 2009-Friday at 11:16
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of items
stolen from a room.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
MAR 6 2009-Friday at 11:50
Location: HALL 16 LOT
Summary: A student reports
the rear window of his vehicle
has been smashed.
EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
MAR 6 2009-Friday at 13:18
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: A report of a person having difficulty breathing. EMS was activated.
FIRE ALARM
MAR 11 2009-Wednesday at
17:20
Location: BRYANT CENTER
Summary: A report of a
strong odor of Gas in the
building. The building was
evacuated and checked.

EMT CALL Medical Services Rendered
MAR 16 2009-Monday at
04:14
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A student reports
abdominal pain. EMS was activated.
BIAS INCIDENTS None
Reported

To report a bias incident or
hate crime, go to
www.bryant.edu/bias or call
the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920

Bias related incident – a
threatened, attempted, or
completed action that is motivated by bigotry and bias
regarding a person’s real or
perceived race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, or
gender status. Examples of
these incidents include name
calling, offensive
language/acts, and
graffiti/behavior.
The DPS Crime Prevention
Officers:
“TIP OF THE WEEK”

Bryant University has a
large number of pedestrians.
Please! Remember to stop
for all stop signs and at all
crosswalks while driving on
campus.

Study Abroad Spotlight: Jennifer Andersson
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Name: Jennifer Andersson
Class of: 2010
University: Dublin City University
Location: Dublin, Ireland
Partner: C.I.E.E

Reason for going:
I visited Dublin when I did a tour of Europe in
high school. I thought London was too busy,
Paris was too uptight and found Dublin to be
perfect. It’s such a young city and there is so
much to do. I felt at home right away.

Best experience/memory:
Just being able to travel all over Europe. I was
in a different country almost every weekend. I
got to see Scotland, England, Germany, France,
Spain and Italy, not to mention all the different places around Ireland. Travel is so much
more accessible in Europe and I definitely took
advantage of it.
How was the school different from Bryant
University?
DCU offered a much wider variety of courses
than Bryant. Also, it was very much a commuter school, all four of my Irish roommates
would leave to go home Friday morning and
return Sunday evening. Academically it was
far less demanding, which meant a lot more
time for travel.

My required core class for the C.I.E.E program was hands down one of the best classes
I’ve taken in my college career. We covered
so much of Irish history, politics and literature, tieing into our various excursions all
over Ireland.
How did this experience change you?
I gained so much perspective being able to
visit so many places. Europeans seem to be
so much more accepting of ‘foreigners,’ and
everywhere I went I was encouraged to pick
up just a few common phrases like ‘Thank
you.’ It shows mutual respect when you
make the effort and step outside your own
comfort zone.

My program director in Dublin told us,
“Don’t let your time in the classroom get in
the way of your education here.” I definitely
took that to heart spending all the free time I
could just immersing myself in Dublin city
culture.

Would you study abroad again given the opportunity?
Absolutely, I have a list of dozens more
places I want to visit.

Relay for Life Survivor Series:

Madisen Yanez

Name: Madisen Yanez
Age: 2
Type of Cancer: Clear Cell Sarcoma
Date Diagnosed: December, 2008

Madisen’s Story
Two weeks before Christmas 2008,
Madisen started to tell her mom and
dad that her belly hurt. She always
liked to play the “boo-boo game,” so
her parents were not alarmed. But
when she kept complaining they lifted
her shirt to feel her stomach. The entire left side was hard as a rock and
the right side was completely normal.
Madisen had an annual checkup
scheduled in just a few days. Their
doctors made it seem like they were
overreacting and
there was no rush to
get anything
checked out further.
Her parents took
her to the Children’s
Hospital because
they just didn’t feel
right.
At the hospital
after some tests, the
doctors discovered
Madisen had a
Wilms tumor. (This
type of tumor attaches to the kidney,
the most common
kidney tumor). Two
days later, Madisen
underwent a seven
and a half hour surgery to get rid of the
tumor. However,
after the surgery, they realized the diagnosis was incorrect, and it was not a
tumor but Clear Cell Sarcoma, a rare
cancer with only about 20 new cases
diagnosed each year.
How Her Life Has Changed
Madisen now has to undergo
Chemotherapy for 30 weeks. Her
family travels to the Children’s Hospital every Monday to get Chemo and
blood tests, and every Thursday to
have blood work. Every three weeks,
Madisen is admitted to have Chemo
treatments for 3 or 5 days in a row.
She is given a total of 4 different
Chemo medications and other medicines to help reduce the side effects.
How Her Battle Has Affected Her
Family
Madisen’s mother, Megan and fa-

ther, Leo take things day by day.
Some days are harder than others, and
some days they feel like nothing is
wrong and their daughter is just fine.
The couple struggles to maintain a
somewhat normal life. Madisen’s father Leo had to take on a second job so
Megan could stay home and take care
of their daughter all day. Madisen
can’t be left with a babysitter since
they would not know enough about
all of the medications. They are constantly on high alert because if
Madisen gets a fever of 100.4, they
must rush to the hospital to have
blood work done, and most likely
blood transfusions and antibiotics.
Needless to say, their entire life has
changed so
they can be
there to help
their little girl
through their
battle.
Madisen
and other kids
like her need
your help!
Real people are
being affected
by Cancer
every day.
Relay for Life
is just one of
the many ways
you can get involved to join
in the fight. If
you join the
Bryant Relay
on April 17th,
you will be a part of the amazing efforts people make to help beat this terrible disease. We will honor and
support survivors like Madisen, and
raise money to research and fund new
methods to fight and treat the disease
that she and others are fighting right
now!
If you are a cancer survivor, or
know someone interested in walking
in the survivor lap at Relay this year,
please contact Amy Angeloni at aangelo1@bryant.edu. Or, if you are interested in helping Bryant contribute to
the fight against cancer, go to
www.relay.org/bryant and sign up or
join a team!
Together, we can BEAT CANCER!

CSI Spotlight
Sherika Nicholas

Sherika is a sophomore majoring in Sociology with a concentration
in Service Learning. Sherika is currently a member of the Varsity
Track team, as well as a member of the Multicultural Student Union
and the Bryant Bottom Line. She is also a work study student in the
Woman’s Center. Sherika’s ability to balance all of these commitments and still remain an amazing student at Bryant makes her a
very worthy recipient of this week’s Spotlight Award!

The Archway E-Board and Editor
applications are now available!

Interested in becoming more involved in The Archway?
Applications are available in The Center for Student Involvement starting today and are due back by April 3rd, 2009!

www.bryantarchway.com
Courtesy of CAC and Relay for Life
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The Student Entrepreneur:
AIG's CEO tells Congress
company had to give out bonuses Is Your ‘Business’ a
By William Douglas
MCT Campus

The chairman and chief executive oﬃcer of
American International Group said Wednesday that while some of the insurance giant's
compensation payments
were "distasteful," the
company was obligated
by law to dole out the
bonuses that have inﬂamed a public backlash.
In prepared testimony
to a House Financial
Services subcommi5ee,
Edward Liddy said that
AIG had to pay out $165
million in bonuses to employees of his company
even though federal taxpayers had bailed it out
with $170 billion.
"We have to continue
managing our business as
a business, taking account of cold realities of
competition for customers, for revenues and
for employees," Liddy
was to say, according to
testimony released before
his appearance. "Because
of this, and because of
certain legal obligations,
AIG has recently made a
set of compensation payments, some of which I
ﬁnd distasteful."
In a packed House of Representatives hearing room Wednesday morning, lawmakers
continued to vent about the bonuses. Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., the chairman of the Financial Services Commi5ee, called them
"wholly unjustiﬁed" and threatened to issue
subpoenas to get the names of AIG employees
who had received them.
"The federal government is a major owner
of this company," Frank said Wednesday on
CBS. "We are the owners, not just the regulators."
Rep. Gary Ackerman, D-N.Y., said AIG
packaged "smoke" as its product, and he ac-

cused the insurance company of straying from
its initial business model to pursue a path of
greed.
Not all lawmakers were in a condemning
mood. Rep. Spencer Bachus, R-Ala., scolded
the federal government for becoming equity
partners in big business,
saying that Washington
can barely run itself, as
evidenced by the overbudget, years-late congressional visitors center,
which recently opened.
Bachus also said that it
was unfair to paint Liddy
as a boogeyman for the
bonuses, because he'd
agreed to the Bush administration's request to
come out of retirement
six months ago to run the
beleaguered company.
Bachus said Liddy deserved a chance to succeed.
Liddy struck a patriotic pose in his testimony,
saying that he came out
of retirement to "help my
country."
"I have the duty, honor
and extraordinary challenge of serving as chairman and chief executive
oﬃcer of the American
International Group," he
said.
House and Senate
members say they have a duty to get the
bonus money back, and some of them want to
use the tax code to do it. Rep. Carolyn Maloney, D-N.Y., has proposed taxing the AIG
bonuses at a 100 percent rate.
Sens. Max Baucus, D-Mont., the chairman
of the Senate Finance Commi5ee, and Charles
Grassley, R-Iowa, the ranking Republican on
the commi5ee, said that they would introduce
a measure that would slap a 35 percent excise
tax on excessive executive compensation that
would apply to all employees of companies
that receive federal bailout funds.

Business or Hobby?
By Michael Adams
Staﬀ Writer

I chose not to run oﬀ to white sandy beaches for spring
break, so I went home to Vermont to work on what I thought
was my business. I had this realization a4er a meeting with
two SCORE counselors. SCORE is a group of retired business
people that reside in federal oﬃces, as a division of the Small
Business Administration. They provide free and conﬁdential
help on individual businesses for as long as you would like.
During my meeting, I was asked by one of the counselors how
long I worked on growing my business. I told him ten hours a
week because I am in school. He then asked me if Eddie’s Energy Bars was a business or a hobby because I really only
spending the equivalent of one business day on my business.
A4er some thought, I replied with, “It’s a hobby because it has
to be.”
I’m in college because I want a degree in marketing to help
me grow my business. I devote most of my time to school
work, and work on Eddie’s during my free time. I have no
problem with my business being a hobby right now. I’m learning how to make it a legitimate business that is able to compete
with the heavy hi5ers in the marketplace. This is a distinction
that you should make as well. There is nothing wrong with
turning a hobby into a business. I did it with baking, and you
can do it with whatever you are passionate about. I mentioned
to the counselors that I was unsure whether growth was feasible, and one of them mentioned that that was what a business
plan was for. I pulled out the plan that my team had wri5en for
Eddie’s in Business 101, and it was determined that that was a
hobby business plan. There were not really any sound ﬁnancials, and growth plans were unrealistically laid out.
What is great about SCORE is that they are more than willing to help me write a solid business plan that I can take to investors when I graduate next May (wow, that is a scary
thought!)—and it’s free! I am taking full advantage of the time
between now and graduation to write a business plan that will
transform my baking hobby into a full-ﬂedge business that will
hopefully become regional just a4er I graduate. Stay tuned for
updates and other advice as I go through this business transformation.
Michael Adams is a Junior Marketing major at Bryant University
and Owner of Eddie’s Energy Bars in Richmond, Vermont.

What do you think of the AIG bonuses?
Is it fair? Should the government impose a tax?
Post your comments to this story at

www.bryantarchway.com

Credit Craze: The 411 on Retirement Accounts
By Ashley Palmer
SIFE Contributor

As you read this article you may be thinking that
your retirement is 50+ years away; although that is
true it is never too early to start eﬀectively saving
for your retirement. As pension plans are becoming
increasingly nonexistent, we have to start looking
towards other means. There are dozens of variations
of retirement accounts in which we can begin investing as young as age fourteen, the year we can
legally begin to receive a paycheck. Today, I would
like to give you a brief overview of the most common retirement plans available to each of us.
1. Traditional 401K – A 401K allows investors to
save for retirement on a tax-deferred basis, this
meaning taxes do not need to be paid on the investment until the funds are withdrawn. A 401K plan is
set up through your employer. The employee then
elects a percentage of their wages to be paid directly
in their 401K account. Typically the accounts are
then invested in an assortment of mutual funds that
emphasize stocks, bonds, and money market investments.
2. IRA and Roth IRA – Both types of IRA ac-

counts invest in securities, usually consisting of mutual funds and common stocks. The investor is limited to the amount of funds they can deposit
annually, as well as they are limited in their withdrawals. Once 70 ½ years of age, investors must
begin to withdraw a portion of their funds called
the required minimum distribution (RMD) as stipulated by the IRS. Unlike the traditional IRA, the
Roth IRA is not tax-deductible. Whereas the traditional IRA is taxable upon withdrawals, the Roth
IRA remains non-taxable as long as the investor has
invested for 5+ years and is over 59 ½ years old.
Lastly, investors may borrow from their IRA accounts if needed for purposes including purchasing
one’s ﬁrst home, a wedding, or a funeral.
3. 403B Plan – A 403B plan mirrors that of an
IRA; however, it is aimed at serving non-proﬁt organizations and their employees, including public
education organizations and self-employed ministers.
4. Annuity Contract – An annuity contract is a ﬁnancial product provided by most ﬁnancial institutions. Annuity participants periodically pay into
their accounts on an a4er-tax basis. Upon the investor’s 90th birthday, or any year prior if elected,

the investor may choose to annuitize. Annuitizing a
contract means that the investor begins to receive
monthly, quarterly, or annual payments from their
account until the day of their passing. The amount
received is calculated by looking at the investor’s
life expectancy, account value, and death beneﬁt.
Any additional funds in the account are then paid to
the contract owner’s beneﬁciaries in terms of a
death beneﬁt or life insurance option.
Although I have only focused on the four most
common types of retirement plans, numerous others
also exist. It is important to start investing in your
future from the day you receive your ﬁrst paycheck.
This way you can make sure to be ﬁnancially stable
upon retiring later in life. In a ﬁnancial market such
as today’s that is facing record lows and ﬂuctuation
levels, it is important to think in the long-run. In
today’s markets many are losing the majority of the
funds they have saved for their retirement. You do
not want this trend to continue. You do want to
make sure you are ﬁnancially stable, regardless of
the market, when the time for your retirement approaches.

Women’s So-ball splits home opener
with Holy Cross
m a rch 2 0 , 2 0 0 9
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Anne Dobmeier hit a two-out, two run homerun
in the first ever Division I softball game played at
Bryant University, lifting the Bulldogs to a home
opening 3-2, win over visiting Holy Cross Tuesday
afternoon. Bryant fell in game two of the twin bill,
11-3.
Samantha Houseal started both games on the
mound for the Bulldogs, and was nearly unstoppable in game one. The sophomore set the Crusaders down in order in five of the seven innings,
surrendering just one earned run on four hits and
no walks while striking out ten.
Bryant struck first in the game on a solo bomb by
Ashley Coon to dead center field to give the Bulldogs a 1-0 lead in the first inning. It was Coon’s second homer of the season and it came with two outs
in the inning.
The Crusaders only got to Houseal in the third,
after Bryant’s ace set down the first seven. Mandy
Correale tied the game with an RBI double, before
Tiffany Medwid put the visitors on top with a twoout RBI single, giving Holy Cross a 2-1 lead in the
top of the third.
Neither team would scratch a run across after the
next few innings, as Amanda Audette was solid on
the hill for the Crusaders, giving up three runs in
six innings.
Coon once again got the rally started in the sixth
inning, this time lacing a double with nobody on
and one out. After Kate Thomas flew out to right
field, Dobmeier stepped in and launched the Audette offering to right field, almost hitting the scoreboard beyond the fence at the Bryant Softball
complex, putting the Bulldogs on top 3-2 going into
the last inning.
Houseal set the Crusaders down in order to cinch
up the first Division I home victory for the Bryant
softball program.
The Bulldogs once again got the scoring started
in game two, this time taking a 1-0 lead on a frozen
rope by Thomas to center field that scored Laura
Bowen (Hudson, Mass.).
Houseal was excellent once again, shutting down
Holy Cross through the first three before Nicole
Ortiz knocked a single through the left side in the
fourth to knot the game at 1-1. The Mount Joy, Pa.
native was able to get out of a major jam in the inning, striking out back-to-back batters with the
bases loaded and only one out.
Holy Cross used a six run fifth inning to take
control of the game, driving six hits in the frame.
The first runs came with one out, as Courtney
Nealon hit a hot shot to third base that took a bad
hop on Regina Burdo, ricocheting off her and heading towards second base as three runs came home
on the play. Pitcher Caitlin Belanger helped her own
cause in the inning, doubling in a run. Houseal was
taken out with one out, finishing by allowing four

Women’s Basketball
drops season finale
By Jackie Ammirato
Staff Writer

Led by a strong outing by Samantha Houseal, the Bryant Softball team took their first steps into D-I
competition with a win on Tuesday. (Athletic Department)

earned runs in 4.1 innings. Stephanie Barrett replaced her, giving up six runs, just one of them
being earned, in 2.2 innings.
An error in the bottom of the sixth by Belanger
allowed another Bryant run to score, cutting the
deficit to 7-2. Belanger was good enough to get the
win, going the distance while allowing three runs
on nine hits.
Freshman Lindsay Martin had a big game at the
plate, collecting three hits on the day and driving in
one run while Thomas finished with a pair of her

The Bulldogs lost their season finale 71-68 to Mt. Saint
Mary’s (14-15) to finish their inaugural Division I season
11-18. Siamone Bennett and Cara Johnson led the Bulldog
offense with 15 points each. Kelsey O’Keefe and Jaime
Campbell combined to shoot 11-for-18 from the floor for
14 points each.
Despite going 1-for-7 from three point range the Bulldogs went into the break leading 34-29. But fouls and
turnovers killed them in the second half, as Mt. Saint
Mary’s went on a 9-0 run and outscored the Bulldogs 4234.
The Bulldogs finish their season 6-2 at home and 6-6
against future NEC opponents. O’Keefe led the Bulldogs
with 438 points and 217 rebounds on the season. Johnson
led the team in steals (29) and was second in scoring (265
points) and rebounding (144). Bennett, Campbell, and
Kristin Mraz round out the team top five in scoring and
rebounding and will be relied upon heavily next season
as the Bulldogs bid farewell to seniors Cara Johnson and
Stephanie Fontaine.

own.
Four more runs in the top of the seventh put the
game out of reach for Bryant, as the black and gold
was hurt by four errors that led to six unearned
runs. Martin had an RBI in the seventh, but the Bulldogs fell by a final of 11-3.
The Bulldogs continue their home stand on Saturday when they take on Boston College at the
Bryant Softball Complex (12 p.m.).

NCAA Tournament began 70 years
ago, before the madness set in
By Mark Kram
MCT Campus

The Philadelphia Inquirer on March 18, 1939,
was full of news. Bannered across the top of
the page was a headline that announced,
“Lower Merion Defeats Hazleton, Gains Eastern Court Final.” Elsewhere, there were two
spring-training pieces out of the Phillies camp,
including one where team president Gary Nugent said he would not “upset the apple cart
unless we can get better apples”; Connie Mack
was looking for someone to play third base for
the Athletics; and in his “Strictly Sports” column out of Florida, Cy Peterman asked the
question: “Is the Iron Horse Crumbling?”
That would have been Lou Gehrig, who
had by then played in 2,122 consecutive games
and of whom Peterman observed: “The famed
piano legs now lumber when they leap.” No
one knew then that Gehrig was suffering from
a disease that would later carry his name _
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). In fact, an
unidentified “loyal attache” was quoted by Peterman as saying: “This is the payoff of the
great Gehrig record. What will it mean in a
few years?” Given that the record of 2,130 consecutive games stood until Cal Ripken Jr.
eclipsed it 56 years later, it is fair to say that
the lens of history is not always immediately

in focus.
That also could be said of a far lesser story
among the 17 crammed on the sports page that
Saturday. It was the first NCAA Tournament
basketball game and it was played the previous evening at the Palestra between Villanova
and Brown, the “lid lifter” of a doubleheader
that included a “whirlwind windup” between
Ohio State and Wake Forest. The headline
reads: “Villanova, Ohio State Win N.C. 2-A
Basketball Games.” The article says that a
crowd of 3,500 showed up at the Palestra, but
chances are that it was far easier to get a ticket
then than it is this week for the opening round
of March Madness at the Wachovia Center.
Even Penn sports information director Bob
Paul did not attend the 1939 game.
“No one cared that it was even there,” said
Paul, 92. “I wish I could help you out but, no, I
was not there. And I just had to walk across
the street. But that just shows you how unimportant it was then.”
Paul paused and asked, “Who did the Inquirer have covering it?”
He was told: Edward J. Klein.
“He wrote high school stories for them,”
Paul said. “So that should tell you something.”
Does he know anyone who attended the

Continued on page 9
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A pair of goals from senior captain Zack Greer
(Whitby, Ont.) and senior Jim Long (Durham, N.H.)
wouldn’t be enough to offset 32 turnovers Sunday
afternoon, as the Bryant University men’s lacrosse
team fell to No. 5/7 Maryland, 13-6, at Ludwig Field
to round out its three-game Spring
Break trip.
The Terps (5-2) were
led by hat tricks from
Dan Groot and Travis
Reed, but found goals
from eight different scorers in total in the victory.
The home side used six
first-frame tallies to get
out in front and stay
there, holding the Bulldogs (4-4) to just a single
second-half goal. The Bulldogs were never able to
take a lead in the contest after a shaky start, bringing
the game within one just once, coming in the opening period.
“Even after surviving that onslaught at the beginning, at 8-5 at the half we felt we were still right in
the game,” said coach Mike Pressler. “But Maryland
came out in the first five minutes of the second half
and put any hope of a comeback out of reach.”
The Terps shut the Bulldogs down from the first
whistle of the second half. Scoring four goals before
Bryant could answer, Maryland took a 12-5 lead over
the first 13 minutes of the third quarter.
Matt Murnane (Rockville Centre, N.Y.) finally
found Long upfield with 1:48 to play in the third to
answer the onslaught of Maryland goals and give
the Bulldogs’ a 12-6 deficit entering the last 15 minutes, but that would be the final Bryant tally of the
afternoon.
In the final period, the Bulldogs would hold the
Terps to just a single goal - a Travis Reed tally with
The Bulldogs had trouble hanging on to the ball and keeping up with the Terps high powered attack
4:54 to play - for the 13-6 final.
as Maryland outpaced Bryant in shots, ground balls and turnovers.(Athletic Department)
“The game was decided in the first five minutes
of the third quarter,” said Pressler. “At 8-5, you’re
ing one goal in the second half is certainly disappointing, but to play against a
still in it. But that first few minutes of the second half you have to seize the moteam that is a little bit better in all those areas, we just gotta be on top of our
mentum and we didn’t.”
game and were weren’t today. There has to be a sustained, consistently high
The nationally ranked Terps outdid the Bulldogs in nearly every category,
level of play and we didn’t do that.”
outshooting Bryant, 41-21, while also winning the ground balls game, 49-35.
The Bulldogs now return to Smithfield, but will have a quick turnaround,
The Bulldogs forced Maryland goalkeeper Jason Carter to make five saves and
hosting a pair of weekend games against Detroit-Mercy (Friday, 7 p.m.) and
turned the ball over with a 32-20 margin.
Penn (Sunday, 1 p.m.).
“The teams that wants it more and win the game in the ground ball battle are
“We’re 4-4 after our first eight games and we’ve beaten the four teams that
the teams that are going to be successful,” said Pressler. “And the physicality of
we were equal to or favored by. The other four we were most certainly the unthe ground ball play certainly went to the Maryland team today.
derdog,” said Pressler. “But the next seven games are all ones we feel we can
“At the end of the day, we just turned it over too many times,” he continued.
certainly be competitive in and, without question, have a great chance at vic“We squandered opportunities and you can’t do that against good teams. Scortory.”
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Figure Skating Club places third at Eastern Championship
Competition
By Ashley Palmer
Contributing Writer

In their third year as a competitive collegiate synchronized skating team, the
Bryant Figure Skating Club received the bronze medal at the 2009 Eastern Regional Synchronized Skating Championships in Morristown, New Jersey.
Bryant’s skating team is comprised of 12 skaters who skate two or three days a
week at the William H. Thayer Arena in Warwick, RI as part of the Warwick
Figure Skating Club. They are coached by Danielle Haymes, a two-time national championship winning coach.
The Bryant University Figure Skating Club was founded in 2005 by Gina
Deeb (‘08) and Kerri Sawyer (‘08), and after two years of work in creating the
club, the team first competed in 2007. At their first-ever competition, the team
remarkably placed third against thirteen other more experienced teams. The
following year, in Richmond Virginia the team placed 7th against a total of ten
others. This year the team, led by Co-Presidents Ashley Palmer (‘09) and Ashley
Gottier (‘10), dedicated the entirety of the fall semester and winter break in
preparation of the 2009 Eastern Championship Competition. After a long weekend in New Jersey, the team was proud to return to the Bryant University campus holding the third place title in the Open-Collegiate division of the
competition. They were in competition against nine other universities including
Boston College, The University of Maryland, St. Anslem College, and Robert
Morris University just to name a few.
Co-President Ashley Gottier stated, “We worked extremely hard over the
past year with the intention of medaling at this year’s competition… we are
very proud of our accomplishment as we have made a name for Bryant University throughout the Synchronized Skating world as a highly spirited and competitive team”. The team will be displaying their medal-winning program in
two performances at their annual year-end show on March 28, 2009 at the
Thayer Arena in Warwick, RI.
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The team was well-known on campus last year for their 2008 Skate-A-Thon
which raised over $5,000 for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society and won
them the honor of “Community Service Event of the Year” for the 2007-2008 academic year.
As incoming freshman have already began to approach the current co-presidents about joining the team for the 2009-2010 competition season, the team
looks forwards to once again representing Bryant University and continuing as
a medal-winning synchronized skating team.

Allison Faiola

Andrew Hennessey

Year: Junior

Year: Junior

Scored nine goals in two Bryant
wins last week plus eight assists. Scored five goals including the game-winner in the
team’s win over Howard University in Washington D.C.

Currently leads the nation in faceoffs with a .729 win percentage. Won
16 of 22 face-offs vs. Maryland plus
five ground balls. Won 22 of 30 faceoff’s vs. Loyola (MD) and scored a
goal to go with 12 ground balls in the
game.

Sport: Women’s Lacrosse

Sport: Men’s Lacrosse

For NCAA Tournament, ‘transition’ is an understatement
march 20, 2009

basketball then and now is name only.
“All the players were short and we played a
game?
very physical style then,” says McDonnell,
He thought a moment and replied: “No. It
who later coached with the Phillies. “By the
was nothing like it is today. Good luck finding
year I got there, some of the players from that
somebody, though.”
team had graduated. I remember we used to
Eight teams were in the tournament that
run the varsity ragged during practice.”
year. Villanova, Brown, Ohio State and Wake
Klotz laughs. “No one had a jump shot
Forest played here in the East Regional. Oklaback then,” says Klotz, who founded the
homa, Oregon, Texas and Utah State played in Washington Generals and toured for years as
San Francisco in the West Regional. The finals
the perennial “opponent” of the Harlem Glowere played on March 27 in Evanston, Ill., bebetrotters. “And, yes, we had a heck of a freshman team in 1940. But
it was so unlike it is
today in terms of athleticism.”
From what can be
ascertained from the Inquirer report, Villanova
handled “the standardbearer of the New England area” with relative
ease that evening in
1939. Klein wrote
floridly: “Contrary to
advance warning,
Brown came here without the band of eagleeyed sharpshooters
who could cut the
cords from mid-floor.
Even broad-shouldered
Harry Platt, who scored
240 points for the New
Englanders this semester, was conspicuously
silent in the early
stages. Later he got
going and tabbed seven
markers.”
Coached by Al Severance, the Wildcats
cruised to 42-30 victory.
They were led in scoring by the 5-9 Krutulis,
“who hit the hoops for
a half-dozen field goals
and a brace of singletons for 14 points.”
Montgomery added an
even dozen. Klein reported that Villanova
“took almost twice as
many shots at the scoring strings” than
Brown, who “hindered
themselves considerably by frequent misses
of easy lay-up tosses.”
But that victory would
spell the end of the line
for Villanova, who
The NCAA tournament has evolved into a massive cultural phefaced
off the following
nomenan fraught with office pools and cinderella stories. (MCT
day with a “sky-scrapCampus)
per squad” from Ohio
State.
tween Ohio State and Oregon. Oregon won it,
The Buckeyes had crushed Wake Forest, 6446-33, but the Most Outstanding Player was
52. And they whipped the Wildcats even
Ohio State All-America James R. “Jimmy”
worse, 53-36. Hull scored 28 points. Had anyHull, who later was inducted in the Rocky
one known what the NCAA basketball tournaMountain Orthodontics Athletic Hall of Fame.
ment would eventually become, chances are
Hull has passed away, but in an interview
someone would have held on to more stuff
with the New York Times in 1988, he said that
from 1939. But there are only a few old photothe tournament was so inconsequential that he graphs still around, of young men with
and his teammates did not even want to go.
slicked-back hair, tight-fitting shorts and
Hull told the Times: “We had just won our
kneepads. The National Invitation Tournaleague title, which was the most important
ment had began the previous year and rething in our minds, and the state high school
mained the big event on the college basketball
tournament was being played. We wanted to
calendar for years, in part because it was
watch that.”
played in New York at the premier arena of
Given that it is now 70 years since that inthe day, Madison Square Garden. But accordaugural tournament, it appears the only way
ing to Gary Johnson, the NCAA associate dito contact anyone who actually played in the
rector of statistics, that began to change in the
Villanova-Brown game would be by seance.
early 1950s.
None of the 10 Villanova players in the box
“Some of it had to do with the betting scanscore is still with us, according to the school’s
dals that surrounded New York basketball
sports information department. The Brown
back then,” he says. “But there were other facsports information department reports the
tors involved: Conference champions began
same: None of their eight players is alive, eigetting automatic bids; television began showther. Insofar as locating someone who just
ing it live; and the tournament field began to
happened to be a fan and happened to attend
grow, from eight teams to 16 in 1950 and so on
the game, a survey of local octogenarians
to 32, 40 and later to the current 65.”
proved unsuccessful. That even included HarSome are now clamoring for the field to be
vey Pollack, the legendary statistician for the
doubled in size.
Sixers, who reports that he was “a senior in
Millions of dollars are now involved.
high school and not big in basketball back
And people wager on office pools.
then.”
“It sure has come a long way,” Paul says.
But we did come close. Maje McDonnell
“No one could have imagined it.”
and Red Klotz played in 1940 for the unbeaten
Even the Inquirer reporter assigned to the
Villanova freshman team. Neither was at the
story that evening. In what can only be looked
Palestra for the Brown game, but they knew
upon now as a telling irony, he overlooked the
the players and agreed they had a fine team
fact that the Villanova-Brown story was the
that year. Two of the top players for Villanova
first-ever NCAA Tournament basketball game.
were “right guard” Johnny Krutulis and “left
He did not know he was covering history.
forward” Jim Montgomery. Both McDonnell
and Klotz agree that any similarity between
Continued from page 7
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Men’s Baseball splits a pair with Holy Cross

The Bryant University baseball team returned to the New
England region for the first time this year and split a doubleheader with Holy Cross Tuesday afternoon. The Bulldogs
won the opener, 4-2 before falling in the second 5-3. Bryant
(10-5) will host Boston College Wednesday afternoon in the
home opener at the Bryant Baseball Complex. First-pitch is
set for 3:30 p.m.The Bulldogs rode the strong arm of Kevin
Cobb, who went seven innings in the opener allowing just
two runs on nine hits and fanned 12 Holy Cross batters to
pick up his third win of the season. Mark Andrews closed
out the game to pick up the save, working two scoreless innings. Jeff Vigurs went 3-for-4 at the plate with two RBIs
while Dylan Stone went 2-for-5. Vigurs got the Bulldogs on
the board with a two-run home run in the fourth inning. It
was Vigurs fifth homer of the year. In the second game, the
Bulldogs scored three times in the top of the first inning but
a five-run third by the Holy Cross (2-11) was all the scoring
they would need to regain the lead and pull out the victory.

Thresher’s Final Round 70 propels Men’s Golf

Jason Thresher (West Suffield, Conn.) shot a two-under
par, 70, in the final round of the GEICO Intercollegiate Tournament to finish fourth individually and lead Bryant to a
second-place finish out of 14 teams on Saturday. Southern
Illinois finished first overall, while Tom Hayes took down
the individual title with a three-day total of 219. The Bulldogs shot a 304 for the day to finish the tournament with a
911, seven strokes back of Southern Illinois and one shot up
on the third place finishers from Seton Hall. Scott Congdon
(Foxboro, Mass.) also had a big final round, firing a 76 to finish tied for 23rd with a 231. Alex Daley (Hudson, Mass.) and
Kyle Hoffman (Pawtucket, R.I.) finished in the top-20, as
Daley shot a final round 80 to finish tied for 16th with a 229,
and Hoffman shot a 78 to finish with a 230 in a tie for 23rd
place. Mike Pyne (Foxboro, Mass.) rounded out the scoring
with an 84 on Saturday to come in the 45th spot. Bryant hit
the links again on Saturday, March 21 at the George Washington Invitational.

Men’s Tennis falls to Brown

The Bryant University men’s tennis team dropped a 7-0
non-conference decision at Brown University Tuesday afternoon. It was the second loss this season to the Bears. The
Bulldogs were swept in all three doubles matches and
Brown followed with straight-set victories in all six singles
matches that followed. Bryant, now 6-6 in its first year competing in Division I, will return to action when the Bulldogs
travel to Worcester, MA to face Holy Cross on March 28.

Women’s Lacrosse dismantles Saint Francis

Delia Glover (Marston Mills, MA) scored five goals and
Allison Faiola (Billerica, MA) added four tallies and seven
assists as the Bryant University women's lacrosse team
picked up its second consecutive win Saturday defeating
Saint Francis (PA) 20-10 in non-conference action. Bryant (24), coming off its first victory of the season Thursday, defeating Howard 15-4, got another strong effort from its offensive
attack unit Saturday against the Red Flash. Glover, who
scored four goals in the opener against Louisville, had her
best outing of the season with five goals plus one assist for
six points. Junior Nikole Such (Wrightstown, NJ) scored her
first career goal just over a minute into the contest to put the
Bulldogs up quickly. All seven assists came in the first half.
Freshman standout Mary Green (Merrick, NY) also had four
goals on the afternoon to give her nine for the season. Bryant
led 19-5 with 24 minutes remaining before Saint Francis (0-2)
would score five-straight to pull within 19-10 with just
under seven minutes remaining. But sophomore Meaghan
Delaney (Centerville, MA) scored with 2:46 left to close the
door. It was Delaney's first of the season and first for her career. Jessica Bolton (Belgrade Lakes, ME) made three saves
to earn the win while freshman Lauren Filippone (West
Babylon, NY) came on in place of Bolton to start the second
half and finished 10 saves. Bryant will travel to Monmouth
Friday and Sacred Heart next Sunday.

Mark your On
calendars!
Bryant
Tap

Friday, March 20:

Men’s Lacrosse HOME vs. Detroit-Mercy, 7:00 pm
Baseball at Monmouth, 3:00 pm

Saturday, March 21:

So-ball HOME vs. Boston College, 12:00 pm
Baseball at Monmouth, 12:00 pm, 2:00 pm
Men’s Golf at George Washington Invite
Track & Field at Spring Open Meet (at Northeastern)

Sunday, March 22:

Men’s Lacrosse HOME vs. Penn, 1:00 pm
So-ball HOME vs. Maine, 12:00 pm, 2:00 pm
Baseball at Monmouth, 1:00 pm
Men’s Golf at George Washington Invite
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It was a struggle to
find something to write
on this week, until I
found a story about a
hotel manager that tried
to sell Paris Hilton’s cell
phone on Craigslist. An
undercover cop ended
up placing a bid for
$5,000, and well, we all
know what happened
By Michael Adams
after that. The man is
now facing a year in
Opinion Editor
jail for criminal possession of stolen property.
It’s amazing how far people will go to exploit celebrities. We stalk celebrities, scream
and yell for them when they come off the
stage, try to get their signature, as well as idolizing them when we were younger (or maybe
even now).
I think society places a heavy emphasis on
celebrities. There are all kinds of blogs like
TMZ and Perez Hilton, as well as TV shows
like Extra, E!, and Entertainment Tonight and
magazines like Cosmo and People. These outlets
provoke our need for the latest gossip on the
newest sex scandal or break-up, and to see
what Jennifer Aniston is wearing at the Oscars.
It’s almost like the only way to get away from
it is to live in a cabin in the middle of the
woods of Wisconsin with no cable, no internet,
and no mail delivery; severed ties from society.
But the reality of the fact is that not too many
people are able to live like that. We are almost
forced to witness celebrity status during our
daily routine. Celebrity status has even gone as
far as the White House.
Michelle Obama recently graced the cover
of Vogue, one of a few First Ladies do so.
Clearly, wives of the President are not into the
public lime light or more of them would be
doing it. She has become an icon in American
society, similar to the Alaskan Governor that
everyone loved to hate, Sarah Palin, when sales
of her glasses sky-rocketed, and her “necessary” shopping sprees at Saks 5th Avenue

made headlines. She was idolized. Was it because she was the first women to have a chance
at a prominent political office? Maybe. It could
also be the fact that women are, generally
speaking, the ones obsessed with celebrity
happenings and need the latest and greatest

Miley Cyrus (MCT Campus)

just to say, “I’m wearing the same dress that
Michelle Obama was wearing at the Inaugural
Ball.”
Celebrity dives even further, into a more
dangerous territory when you start talking
about teen celebrities and the effects they have
on young teenage boys and girls. The commercialization and increasing popularity of someone like Miley Cyrus or the mecca of all crappy
Disney movies, like High School Musical, affects
the younger crowd in a tremendous way. Is

My response to Rush Limbaugh
Mr. Limbaugh
began his
speech at
the Conservative Political Action Conference by saying that conservatives
want everyone in America to succeed.
However, based upon the rest of his
speech there should be an asterisk
next to that statement. The asterisk
should note that everyone does not include ‘liberals.’ He even says that he
wants President Obama to fail. He
claims to accept and want everyone to
succeed, yet when a ‘liberal’ succeeds
his or her way of doings things is
wrong and should be changed to a
conservative ideology. What Mr. Limbaugh meant to say in his statement
was that he wants everyone to succeed
if it relates to how he thinks the country should be run. So to claim that Mr.
Limbaugh wants everyone to succeed
is a fallacy. He wants everyone to succeed as long as their success does not
impede upon a conservative agenda.
There was a point in his speech when
Mr. Limbaugh said that he did not
need a teleprompter. I know why he
does not need a teleprompter; it is because he spoke hardly any facts, just
opinions. It is easy to talk about what
you believe, what is diﬃcult is to support your beliefs with facts. There
were some facts interspersed in his
speech, but they were more inﬂammatory facts that dispute liberals than
support his beliefs. Once again it is
easy to point to someone’s faults and
claim that another person is infallible
solely on the basis that their beliefs are
divergent from the other. However,
this only proﬁles a diﬀerence in beBy: Drew Green
Staff Writer

liefs, it does not support why the
other belief is correct. The notion that
I am right because you are wrong is
not a valid argument.
A good portion of Mr. Limbaugh’s
speech deals with how liberals –democrats
speciﬁcally –
only want to
control people and use
fear to control people. Is
this not the
same as the
War on Terror? We citizens of the
United States
were constantly issued fear by
the Bush administration
that came
from color
codes of terror threats to
the constant
reminder
that every
day other citizens of this
world were
planning another attack.
How is that
not the use of fear to control the beliefs and mindset of a country?
Additionally, Mr. Limbaugh hypocritically claims that America is under
assault by liberals because of what
they believe and their agendas. Is

this what we want our future generation developing into? Kids complain to their parents if
their hair doesn’t look like Hannah Montana,
or if they don’t have a High School Musical 3
lunchbox. Or, a young boy could have a Tom
Brady obsession, and throw a tantrum because
his Patriots jersey is not personalized with
Brady’s name and number. Celebrity influence
has sent us into this an unrealistic material
world that we need to quickly get out of. Or
better yet, maybe we should try to protect
younger kids from gaining this very celebrity
status. I know it’s a near impossible feat, but
when young girls are after everything Sasha
and Malia Obama, ages eight and ten, are
wearing and doing, we have a problem as a society. However, this problem is not just in the
US.
What we have on our hands is a global
problem. This problem exists in China with
rapper, Jay Chou, and in India with famous
Ballywood actor, John Abraham. Fans are obsessed, and I think that this obsession could be
pouring over into the defeat of individualism
in societies. What happened to being an independent thinker, marching to the beat of your
own drum? A lot of boys may say that they
want to be Tom Brady when they grow up and
girls may say they want to be Miley Cyrus.
But, what happens when naked pictures of
Cyrus surface or “racist” pictures are shown
with Cyrus making fun of Asians. Do your
kids still want to be Miley Cyrus? Watch out,
the cocaine addiction and alcoholism has not
even set in yet. That’s what Linsey Lohan is
for. Why would parents support their children
idolizing these public figures? They need to
play a larger role in what their child is exposed to, but that is a whole other article.
There will always be famous people gracing
the covers of magazines with their scandals as
the headline, but is there even a way that as a
global society we can wean ourselves off of
this societal drug?

claiming that America is under assault
not the same use of fear that Mr. Limbaugh claims the Democrats are taking part in? I see no diﬀerence.
Furthermore, every president must
govern and lead our country. The
essence of leading is to control
the situation; if
there is no control there is no
possibility to
lead. So yes, democrats do try
and control the
situations we
ﬁnd ourselves
in, but so do
conservatives
and people of
all other ideologies. However,
there is a caveat
to this. Both the
current economic crisis and
the war on terror are real, and
do contain real
fear that the
American citizens must deal
with on a daily
basis. The leaders of our coun(MCT Campus) try are
acknowledging
a living fear, not creating a fear. When
President Obama says that the economy will continue to suﬀer before it
gets better he is not using fear to push
an agenda, it is the honest truth of the
world we live in.

Mr. Limbaugh said it best when he
said that “conservatism is what it is
and it is forever. It is not something
that can bend and be shaped.” Maybe
this is why I believe conservatism is
ﬂawed. Life changes day after day. If
your beliefs can not look at the longrange and wide spread issues that the
future holds then how can you adapt
to be a better country. We are not the
same country that we were almost 250
years ago. Slavery is gone, women can
vote, monopolies are illegal, unions
protect workers and so on. Conservatives may argue that unions are still
bad, but what of slavery, women’s
right to vote, and monopolies. Should
we not change our views of right and
wrong and good and evil as Mr. Limbaugh’s quote suggests? I say no, we
have been a country of change and
should continue that history.
As someone who considers himself
liberal I take great pride in the fact
that I am willing to change my beliefs
with the times. If life changes then I
must be willing to change as well.
Those of us who are blinded by our
prejudices against a group of people
because of race, religion, or general
ideologies are the ones that keep this
country and the world from progressing forward. Life is about acceptance.
People must accept the views of others and work alongside those that are
the most diﬀerent to reach a common
ground where people can acknowledge that although we do not all
agree, we understand why we do not
agree and can live together cooperatively because there is a mutual understanding of diﬀerences.

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists
and writers, which are not necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University.
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Protect yourself...from the sun!

By: Jen DiPrete
Staff Columnist

Now that we are all back from
spring break, thoughts of
warmer weather, outdoor activities and sun exposure
loom ever closer. Spring and
summer are times of the year
when we have our “fun in the
sun.” For many of you, that
begins the week we get back
from winter break. Many students, in anticipation of
spring break, hit the tanning
salons and range in color
shades from a deep brown, to
oﬀ shades of orange all in the
hopes of achieving a “healthy
glow.” As summer approaches, all day romps outdoors and exposure to hours
of the sun’s rays may cause
one’s skin to reach the ripe
color of red – OUCH! In fact,
any darkening of the skin due
to sun exposure means damage has already been done.
While ten minutes of unprotected exposure to the sun’s
rays shows beneﬁts of improved mood and increases in
vitamin D, skin le8 unprotected falls victim to harmful
UVB and UVA rays. It’s not
just natural sun exposure that
can be dangerous, artiﬁcial
rays are just as harmful. Indoor tanning salons have
made a pre9y penny oﬀ of
“tanorexics.”
So ﬁrst oﬀ, what is cancer?
Cancer occurs when cells in a
part of the body begin to
grow out of control (American Cancer Society, 2007).
Sometimes cancer cells break
away from a tumor and
spread to other parts of the
body through the blood or
lymph system. When this
happens, it is called metastasis. The skin is the largest
organ in the body. It covers
and protects the organs inside
the body. The skin sends messages to the brain about heat,
cold, touch, and pain. Skin

cancers are divided into two
major groups: nonmelanoma
and melanoma. Nonmelanoma skin cancers (usually basal cell and squamous
cell cancers) are the most
common cancers of the skin.
They are called nonmelanoma
because this group of cancers
includes all skin cancers except one, malignant
melanoma. Cancer of the skin
is the most common of all
cancers. It accounts for about
half of all cancers. Men get
these cancers about twice as
o8en as women.
Basal cell carcinoma accounts for 3 out of 4 skin cancers. They usually begin on
areas exposed to the sun such
as the head and neck. Basal
cell carcinoma grows slowly
at the lowest layer of the skin.
A8er treatment, basal cell carcinoma can recur (come back)
in the same place on the skin.
O8en people who have one
basal cell cancer develop a
new skin cancer within the
next ﬁve years.
Squamous cell carcinoma
usually appears on parts of
the body such as the face, ear,
neck, lips, and back of the
hands and grows on the
upper layers of the skin. It accounts for 2 out of 10 skin
cancers. It can also begin with
scars or skin ulcers elsewhere
on the body. Squamous cell
carcinomas are slightly more
likely to spread to lymph
nodes or distant parts of the
body than are basal cell carcinomas.
Melanoma is a cancer that
begins in the melanocytes
(cells within skin that produce
the pigment called melanin.
Melanin gives the tan or
brown color to skin and helps
protect the deeper layers of
the skin from the harmful effects of the sun). Melanoma
tumors are o8en brown or
black, but not always.
Melanoma most o8en appears on the trunk of fairskinned men and on the
lower legs of fair-skinned
women, but can appear in
other places as well. While
having dark skin lowers the
risk of melanoma, it does not
mean that a person with dark
skin will never develop
melanoma. Melanoma is almost always curable in its
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early stages. However, it is
also likely to spread to other
parts of the body. Melanoma
accounts for 3% of skin cancer, but causes most skin cancer deaths (American Cancer
Society, 2007).
So what should you be
looking for on your own
body? Any changes on the
skin especially in the size or
color of a mole or other
darkly pigmented growth or
spot or a new growth; scaliness, oozing, bleeding, or
change in the appearance of a
bump or nodule; dark coloring that spreads past the edge
of a mole or mark; a change in
sensation, itchiness, tenderness, or pain. Follow the
below recommendations to
prevent skin cancer:
•Avoid the sun between 10
am and 4 pm
•Seek shade
•Slip on a shirt: cover up with
protective clothing
•Slop on sunscreen. Use a
sunscreen with sun protection
factor (SPF) 15 or higher.
Reapply a8er swimming,
toweling dry, or perspiring
•Slap on a hat
•Wear sunglasses
•Follow these practices even
on cloudy overcast days
Exposure to tanning beds
before age 35 increases
melanoma risk by 75% (International Journal of Cancer,
2007). Prolonged exposure to
UVA and UVB rays carry risks
beyond the potential development of skin cancer. Overexposure to UVB rays results in
what we know as sunburn.
UVA rays are the deepest penetrating ultraviolet radiation.
These longer waves penetrate
deeper into the skin and
break down elastin and collagen within the skin. This can
result in wrinkling, spo9ing,
and in the worst case,
melanoma.
While many of us feel better with tanned skin, many
dangers lurk beneath, and on
the surface. We live in a very
vain society where appearances mean everything to
many individuals. But as the
saying goes, “Beauty is only
skin deep.” How appropriate
given our topic of discussion.

Compiled by Bryant Students

Stairway to...Heritage?
We’re excited about the work being done on the
main Bryant Center stairwell. New treads and paint
are lookin’ good!

Your weather update:
Sunshine! We’re glad to have the cold behind us, and
we’re awaiting the crowds that surround the lush
green plants around the pond.
Truly ultimate frisbee
According to the Bryant Student Handbook, ball
playing cannot take place near the Unistructure,
Bryant Center, Koﬄer or Library. Does that mean we
can play inside them?

Are we seeing double?
Just an observation: what’s up with those cookie-cutter e-mails that academic advising sends out to
everyone?

Shine, Shine, Shine
Residents of Hall 15 are pleased with the new shiny
trash covers and the work done on the stairs. Thanks
for keeping the hall in shape.

Return of the Geese
The geese are oﬃcially back in action, with their fullﬂedged ﬂocks. And they peck sorta funny. We’re just
saying.
Have you found anything new or interesting on
campus? If so, send it to madams@bryant.edu.

Bryant Said What!?

Compiled by Bryant Students

“Senate doesn’t do that. Senate just gives us new
salad dressings.”
“I’m going to forego peeing for the next hour.”

"He sleeps like a train. I don’t know how a train
sleeps...but it’s hard.”

“Oh my god! You are such a skank! Your planner
says, ‘Let me see your Punta Cana!’”
Person 1: “The geese are back!”
Person 2: “Yeah...let’s kill ‘em!”

E-mail funny quotes to madams@bryant.edu.

Be well!!!
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Bulldog Flicks: Taken

m a rch 2 0 , 2 0 0 9

By Coburn Childs
Staﬀ Writer

“It wasn’t personal. It was just
business!”
“For me it was personal,”
Bryan Mills (Liam Neeson)
growls back, before shooting one
of his daughter’s pleading captors
at point-blank range.
Taken is a violent, highly intense film that will have you on
the edge of your seat from start to
finish. Although the film takes a
few minutes to get going—introducing us to Bryan, his ex-wife
(Famke Janssen, from the X-Men
movies), and his 17-year-old
daughter Kim (Maggie Grace, of
TV’s Lost)—once it does, it never
stops. Bryan has retired from his
job as some kind of super-spy and
moved closer to Kim to try to
build his relationship with her.
When Kim begs to go on a trip to
Paris with her best friend, Bryan
is quite apprehensive and a little
paranoid, having seen many horrible things in his career. No
sooner has she arrived in Paris
and befriended a seemingly nice
guy before she is abducted by
ruthless men whose specialty is
human trafficking. Having been Liam Neeson stars as Bryan Mills, a vengeful father taking desperate measures to find the men who kidnapped his
on the phone with Kim when she daughter (MCT Campus)
was taken, Bryan knows what he
plenty of originality in other elements
where Bryan visits one of the “factomust do: hunt these men down and
of Taken, which truly keeps the susries” where his daughter may or may
bring his daughter back. And he only
pense level up.
not be “for sale” is tough to watch.
has 96 hours to do it.
This movie earned
The script is solid, as it moves the
Certainly, this film was lucky to slip
Reminiscent of the popular show
plot
along
quickly—and
throws
in
by
with
a
PG-13
rating.
24, Taken succeeds mainly from good
4 out of 5 bulldogs
I recommend Taken if you are a fan
writing, a super-fast pace, and a mem- some occasional twists—in its story of
a very smart and resourceful man des- of action or suspense movies. While
orable performance from Liam Neeperate to find his daughter. Indeed,
not a film for everyone, it is nevertheson as Bryan. Like 24’s Jack Bauer,
Bryan sometimes seems superhuman
less a good thriller that is reminiscent
Bryan is a man who will go to the
in a few somewhat far-fetched moof The Bourne Identity and its sequels,
ends of the earth to stop the unthinkments of Taken. But where the film reeven if it isn’t quite as great as those
able from happening. Not surprisally succeeds is in its gritty feel that is
movies.
ingly, he even uses similar torture
often very brutal. It is tough to look
I give Taken 4 out of 5 bulldogs.
tactics that Bauer uses. As I am an
away, even as Bryan repeatedly elecavid 24 fan, this is where the film octrocutes a man to get more informacasionally has a “been-there-donetion, or when he shoots the wife of a
that” feel to it. Regardless, there is
man he needs help from. And a scene

Word Vomit
By Blair Worthington
Staff Columnist

Birthday Wishes and Cupcake Dreams
A time for all to gather
to celebrate in grace,
a time of gracious giving
for but one person on this day.
Comes once a year
with so much cheer
and that one person takes the cake.
Celebrations never cease
until the day begins to turn,
and with much gratitude
that one relinquishes their role.
As once a year
with so much cheer
that one person takes the prize.
Nothing shared but warmest wishes,
nothing said but "Happy Birthday",
that one day is made to last.

Tune-in to WJMF
A note from General Manager,
A.J. Toto

Alum, Admin, and New Show Schedule

Tune into 88.7 FM WJMF, or listen online at www.wjmf887.com for administration, alumni, and new shows, every week this semester.
Gospel Show w/ Reverend Rod Saturdays 8am – 10am
Enter the Eclectic w/ DJ Bishop Saturdays 8pm – 10pm
Classic Rock w/ Rev Dev Wednesdays 10am – 12pm

Business talk w/ Professors Greenan & Rubin Wednesdays 4pm – 5pm
Archway News Show Wednesdays 9pm – 10pm

Horoscopes
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Aquarius
1/20 - 2/18

Pisces

2/19 - 3/20

Aries

3/21 - 4/19

You'll have more reason to study during the
next four weeks. A new idea or opportunity
requires new skills. You have an aptitude
for the subject. This is going to be fun.
If you're so smart, why ain't you rich? It's
not a sin to have plenty of money. You
wouldn't be a bad person. You'd probably
give most of it away. You're a natural philanthropist.

Don't hide your light under a basket; get it
out where folks can see it. Odds are good
they're looking for just what you have to
oﬀer. Let them know what you can do well.
You can leave the stuﬀ you do poorly under
the basket.

Taurus

Your plan is almost invisible. You've got
your routine down pat. It becomes part of
who you are. Others may not realize you
set it up that way, but you did. Good work.

Gemini

Continue to be just as thri4y as you can.
You're making a good impression on somebody you admire. Resist the temptation to
spend, even if friends are doing it.

Cancer

For the next four weeks, you'll have more
opportunities to be the big decision-maker.
Others defer to you, or at least want your
opinion. If you want to take over the dominant position, make your move!

4/20 - 5/20

5/21 - 6/21

6/22 - 7/22

Leo

7/23 - 8/22

Virgo

8/23 - 9/22

Libra

9/23 - 10/22

Finally, you have the chance to replenish
your reserves. Pay oﬀ a couple of bills
while you're at it, just because you can.
You're entering a more prosperous phase,
and not a moment too soon.
Listening is a very important part of communications. Somebody's got to do it, or
the message doesn't get across. Do that
now, for your mate. You'll ease the worries.
You're going into your annual "partnership" phase. Get partners for everything
you do and multiply your free time immensely. You're an excellent manager. This
will be fun.

Your workload will be increasing over the
next few weeks. That's OK, but the anxiety
level may also go up. Proceed with conﬁScorpio
dence and show them all how the job's
done.
10/23 - 11/21

The sun's transit through Aries is a lucky
time for you. It brings out your romantic
side, and your sense of humor. Games and
Sagi'arius romance are favored, and today you could
win at both.
11/22 - 12/21

Capricorn
12/22 - 1/19

For the next several weeks, you'll want to
concentrate on home, family and real estate, not necessarily in that order. Fix your
place up the way you want it, or get another one. Or both.

Listen to

“The Archway
On-Air”
Wednesdays
9pm to 10pm
only on

WJMF 88.7

Bulldog review:
In Defense of Food
By Michael Adams
Opinion Editor

It was not until I heard this
man speak that I wanted to
read his book: In Defense of
Food by Michael Pollan. Mr.
Pollan is a professor of journalism at the University of
California Berkley campus.
This book has gained national
attention as a book that many
Americans should read, about
the disappointing food system in our world today: how
Americans gained so much
weight, the nutrient focus,
and what you can do to start
eating for real again.
This book packs a whole lot
of punch for being just two
hundred pages. The facts and
eye-openers start right on
page one. Pollan first describes the concept of nutritionism, what this nation has
fallen victim to, as the fake
nutrient focused foods that
we consume so much of on a
daily basis. He further discusses how we got fat while
really trying to combat foods
with high fat content. Now,
one would think that eating
foods that were “fat free” is
something of a golden rule.
Well, Pollan notes that the
foods we ate less of for their
fat content failed to counter-

act the foods that we ate so
much of: low fat, but incredibly high in sugar. America,
say hello to spare tires and
muffin tops. Blame the food
scientists, Pollan argues. According to Pollan, food scientists have destroyed and
processed foods to the point
where more of that food
needs to be eaten in order to
gain the same amount of nutrients that one serving used
to have years ago.
Pollan then describes our
Western diet, as well as how
other cultures combat the
main western diseases, only
coming to life because of how
we eat as a society. He mentions many European countries who eat a much better
diet than we do, as well as the
Mediterranean countries,
where people eat a pound of
fruit and vegetables a day
and seem to have great physical and mental well being. He
also tells readers about the
study done with Aborigines,
who normally live in the barren parts of Australia, but
were brought into urban
cities, proceeding to gain
weight, and suffer from heart
disease and diabetes. Not to
mention, that when the Aborigines returned to their regular diet back at home, they
were back to being really
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healthy, only in a matter of
months. Pollan concludes that
no diet is ideal, but some simple rules should be followed.
These rules seem so simple,
that you would think everyone would be able to follow
them, however Americans
spend such a small percentage of their income on food
purchases that they simply
cannot afford it. Pollan argues
that Americans should eat
whole foods, while not focusing on the nutrients in them,
eat meals, not snacks, and
don’t eat what your great
grandmother would not eat
(yep-no poptarts for you!).
There are plenty more rules
in the book that I will let you
discover, but after reading
this book (140 pages in one
day because I just could not
put it down) it will change
the way you look at food, and
what you ingest for energy. It
has altered my eating habits
for the better, and I think it is
a book that every American
should read. It is incredibly
well written, and the research
supporting all of these rules is
certainly there. Take a break
from reading that old English
novel, and pick up something
that details one of America’s
ever-growing problems.

Celebrity Round-Up
By Carlos Ramos
Staﬀ Writer

So the big news in the entertainment
world, especially in New England, is that Patriots quarterback Tom Brady and Victoria Secret model Gisele Bundchen got married.
Many sources are reporting the two got married in a small private ceremony in Santa Monica, California with Brady’s son John Edward
Thomas in attendance. Congratulations to the
pair.
Another big story that has not yet been confirmed is that Rihanna and Chris Brown are
back together. Supposedly, the two are down
in Miami staying at Diddy’s Star Island mansion while they work things out.
Transformers hottie Megan Fox is back on
the market. Fox reportedly broke off her engagement to Brian Austin Green of 90210
fame.
Talk about spoiling someone; in a custody
agreement between music and fashion mogul
Patriots quarterback Tom Brady
Russell Simmons and model Kimora Lee Simand Gisele Bundchen . (People)
mons Russell agreed to pay $40,000 a month in
child support until the girls are 19 ½ and make
The 3D Concert Experience came in at number
sure they get a new car worth at least $60,000
two over the weekend bringing in $12.7 milevery three years. Is this right?
lion.
There might be some new tension with the
While Tyler Perry’s Madea Goes to Jail reAmerican Idol family. In the upcoming OK
mained at number one with a solid $16.5 milmagazine Paula Abdul says, “[We] tried four
lion, bringing its two week total to $64.9
judges before and it doesn’t work. It takes up
million.
so much time for each of us to give our opinRounding out the top three movies is eight
ion that it slows down the pace of the show.”
time Oscar winning Slumdog Millionaire with
Kara DioGuardi responded by saying, she
was “disappointed by her comments, and hurt $12.2 million. According to Fox Searchlight,
this represents a 45% increase over last weekthat she did not address them to me in perend’s sales, and the biggest best-picture winson.”
ner jump in at least 10 years.
There is a lot of pressure on Britney Spears
Another
as she gears
movie now
up for her
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tour. The
is the suCircus Tour
perhero
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flick
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Watchmen.
years. She
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An unconfirmed source says Rihanna and Chris Brown are in fice..
Jonas Brothers:
Miami working things out. (MCT Campus)

She really took him back?!
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